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Grad teachers evaluate selves
Every year a first year teacher
graduated from Central must fill
out an evaluation. A question
must be answered, "How well' did
your course of study at Central
prepare you ... " and then a list of
some 42 specified subjects.
Ronald Frye, director of teacher
education, and Gregory Trujillo,
director of testing and evaluative
services, have developed a new
kind of first year teacher follow up
questionaire.
Frye said he feels the information received from these evaluations will not only help the
prospective teacher but also Central' s faculty.
Both administrators and first

year teachers were asked to do the
evaluations. Administrators. were
asked to do a . progress report,
similar to the teachers report, on
the first year teacher.
They said Central graduates
showed strength in the following
areas:
1) To direct student individual
study.
2) To demonstrate a manipulative skill.
3) To organize and maintain the
classroom or laboratory.
4) To determine needs and
interests of students.
The administrators felt Central
graduates did poorly in these
areas:

sec charged
· The organization credited with
stopping tuition increases last
year has been challenged by the
state in court.
Attorney General Slade Gorton
contends that the council is not
legal because each member college
pays $1,200 dues for one year's
membership and that some of this
money goes to lobbying. The State
College Council has challenged
Gorton in A thurston County court
cast.
The State College Council monitors environmental issues, legislation affecting students, tuition and
fees, collective bargaining, transfer of credit and many other areas
af interest to Washington students. Overall supervision comes
from student body- presidents at
· Washington colleges and universities, or in Central's case, a

1) To direct learning employing
the role playing technique.
2)
To project instructional
resource needs.
3) To arrange for purchasing
supplies and materials.
Whereas the school administrators showed most of the first year
teachers did slightly above average, the teachers themselves
judged seven subjects below
average:
1) To prepare budgets and
reports.
2) To arrange for purch~sing
supplies and materials.
3)
To project instructional
.resource needs.
4) To conduct team teaching.

with illegal actions

member of the Board of Control.
They represent the interests Of ·
students at their respective
schools and serve as a sounding
board for issues affecting students. It is _a non-profit corporation.
The significance of the attorney
general's opinions is that he has
effectively striped Washington
stude~ts of their only political
muscle. Two important student
issues at Eastern and Western
have been held up indefinitely as a
result of the court action. Both
result from the fact their student
body cannot hire an attorney to
represent them and that Slade
Gorton has failed to supply the
students with legal representation.
At Eastern a new student union
building- was built with student

fees. The old student union building, Isle Hall, was taken over by
the administration. They failed to
reimburse the students of Eastern. The students are unable to
hire an attorney and their only
hope for fighting the action is now
in court.
Joint student fees at Western
helped to pay for a new president's
home and again the students were
without legal representation and
had to fight it on their own.
Even if the State College Council wins the court case they will
have used up the dues to pay for
legal costs. This means they would
be ~nable to function this year.
The State College Council is
recognized by the Council on
Post-Secondary Education, the
Senate Committee on Higher Education and many other other state
organizations.

5) To maintain a filing system. submit suggestions in the follow6) To use conferences with up program. One letter consiparents and students to meet der.e d a summary of most all the
educational objectives.
' letters and conclud~d that Central
7) To direct. students in in- was .too "book oriented" and more
structing other students.
teachers should be brought into
.lecture classes. Also, there sbould
The positive subjects were:
1) To develop educational goals be more realistic role playing;
acting out classroom problems, not
and objectives.
2) To establish and maintain a just discussing them.
personal professional philosophy - Frye hopes this new evaluation
and ethical standards. '
program will upgrade. the stu3) To present information using dents' teaching abilities and will
audio-visual equipment.
also more readily show the teacher
The teachers were also asked to education program's downfalls.

Architect bY- trade

Broida resigning
Effective Dec. 31, Gil Braida is
resigning as Central's Director of
Facilities Planning and Construction. Braida has held the director's
position since May of 1972.
According to Braida, the purpose of his office is to identify
potential capital projects, to present them to the various campus
committees which deal with capital expansion and improvement,
and to .review with them the
feasibility of those projects.
Braida explained, "There are
two areas in which state funds are
spent at Central: Operating Funds
which covP.r salaries, utilities,
goods and services and Capital
funds which cover planning and
construction.

the project, and actual work gets
underway."
_Braida, an ·architect by trade, is
resigning out of a need felt to
perform in a field where his talents
are more practically applied. He
said, 'll have been offered a very
challenging opportunity to practice architecture in Ellensburg.
I'm going to open an office which
will specialize in general practice,
if you ~an call that specialization."

We prepare a book listing
request for various capital projects which is sent to the governor's office. He reviews it and
compiles a list of his own called the
"Governor's Budget''. released
every two years.
"The legislature reviews this
budget, they vote, and every two
years we budget for capital expansion which delineates where we
will spend the money. From there
we design a program to carry out

GIL BRAIDA

,Romboy attends
language conference.

TED KING Former Central music student adds his talents to the jazz band's performance in the SUB pit.
·
(Photo by Mary Wallace)

Dieter Romboy from Central's
German department, attended the
National Conference of the American Council of the Teaching of
Foreigh Languages (ACTFL) in
New Orleans, Nov. 25-28.
In his capacity as current President of the Washington Association of Foreign Language
Teachers_, Romboy was the official
delegate of the Foreign Language
Teachers of Washington to the
conference of the theme of
Choosing Among the Options , to
Strengthen Foreign Language
Study."
Romboy participated in sessions
on "Careers in Foreign Languages," and "Foreign Languages
and the Future." He attended a
demonstration of the Dartmouth
Intensive Language Model and
met in consultation with a group of
state supervisors of foreign languages. He also participated in a
clinic of bi-lingual education which
included sessions on "Teaching
English to Speakers of Other

Languages", and "The Role of
English as a Second Language in
Bi-lingual Education."
As Washington's representative
he participated with other presidents of state associations in the
ACTFL General Assembly to discuss future plans of both the
state and the national associations.
Another ~f Romboy's tasks at
the meeting was to address the
Executive Council of ACTFL and
to extend an invitation from
Washington to hold its 1979 convention in Seattle. The official invitation included letters from
Governor Evans, Mayor Uhlman,
Senator's Magnuson and Jackson
and others.
While at the conference, Romboy also had the opportunity to
view exhibits of the latest foreign
language teaching materials of
more than 60 companies, and to
· become informed through conversations with collegues from other
states of current trends in the
profession.
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Wood tech class
keeps on truckin'

in mini style
CARPENlERS (I to r) include: Stan Jorstad,
Kent Firestone, Stu Liridon, Kevin Shannon, Paul
Mary and Ken Calhoun.
(Photo by A.J. Harper)
By DAVE PAYSON

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS

Central's Mini-Mack Truck Company may not be the · best known
company around, but it is one of
the fastest moving.
With only a week of the quarter
remaining, the 17 students of
Production Wood Technology have
to move fast to meet their production goal of 20 Mini-Mack trucks.
Their product, a scaled-down
replica of the workhorse vehicle of
the 1920's, the Mack truck, is
equipped with tricycle wheels, foot
pedals, steering-wheel and cab.
It is designed to be reliable
transportation for a 7-year old
child.

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main 925-5539

That's about the size of it.
instructor
David Calhoun,
and ··· major stockholder" of the
Mini-Mack Truck Company, explained that each fall quarter when

HOPPY'S
BACKROOM
l 05 East Fourth
Ellensburg oldest headshop is goir:1g out of business

CLOSEOUT SALE!

the Production Wood Technology on the wood pieces. Still others,
class is offered, he makes a general he said, put the pieces together
assignment to the . students to into the finished product.
mass-produce some wood-based
To meet production costs, the .
product. It is up to each class, he
Mini-Mack trucks will be sold for
said, to decide on the product, set
$45 a piece, Calhoun saic. "We
a production goal for it, and meet
that goal by the end of the quarter. make enough on them to pay back
the cost of materials and, hopefully
With an idea from a ch-ildren's - just a tiny bit extra," he said. .
toy book, this year's class decided "Any profit that's made on the
to build miniature, child-size products is kicked back into sometrucks. They promptly dubbed thing for the shop. . With our
their product a Mini-Mack truck profits from last year, we bought
and named themselves, appropri- carbide saw blades for our saws in
ately enough, the Mini-Mack the shop."
Truck Company.
Calhoun said they are having Workers of the newly formed no trouble selling the trucks.
company organized themselves in- Most of them, he said, are being
to a_n efficient operation. "They purchased by the students or their
have a president and a production family members. "One reason the
manager," Calhoun said, "And class picked this product is that
under them there's a head ofwood they figured _with Christmas
production and a head of metal · coming about the time class is
production. They have organized over, they'd have a pretty good
themselves into crews, with differ- market for the truck," he said.
ent crews responsible for building "I think we've filled all of our ·
different parts of the Mini-Mack orders but six."
truck."
At quarter's end, like so many
It was not long until the wheels
companies before it, the Miniof industry began to spin, and,
Mack Truck Company will 'Close
with an assembly-line skill that
down its operation and cease to
Henry Ford would admire, the
exist. But, in the form of a
workers · of the Mini-Mack Truck
Mini-Mack truck on permanent
Company began producing their
display in the Hogue Technolop,;y
Mini-Macks--in pieces, of course.
Building, the company's memory
Calhoun explained that some of will live on.
the students work in the metal lab
on the metal pieces for the truck,
They should have started a
while others work in the wood lab union!
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INCENSE GIFTS - PIPES PAPERS
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McMullin:

Central
Troubleshooter

2.,,.•19~.,.-page~ _
~ I

l!ii

Dear Stu:
Central is a pretty good sch\ _ but I do not understand their policy
regarding the PE build!ng on weekends.The building is only open from
1-5 pm on-Saturdays and Sundays. This policy is quite frustrating since it
forces so many people to use the facility during the short ti~e span.
Many of us would like to see the building opened up .in. the mo~nmg. so "!"e
could work out when it is not so crowded. The way it is now Im thmkmg
about joing the ranks of Central students who travel home for the
weekend. Don't you think that opening. the building up would help keep
students here at Central? Just what is the PE department's reasoning
behind this policy and do you think that this policy will be changed for
winter quarter?
Signed: ·
Disappointea

I WON'T PAY! Meters sit idie-as-;arkers take
advantage of the yet unmetered section of the
library parking lot.
(Photo by Deb Snyder)

Topical soc. Classes offered
The sociology department is this initial course's investigation of
offering five "special topic" sex roles.
courses for winter quarter. The
Students hopefully will find
student may have a choice of themselves becoming. more aware
studying sex roles, social change of what masculine and ·feminine
or to be exposed to totally new roles personally mean to them as
subjects.
the "perpetrator and victim". ·
One of the more topical courses
A self-motivated person ioo.King
be "Advanced Seminar in for a course which will allow a
Masculine/Feminine Roles", voice in organizing the class i~
taught by Jack Dugan. This semi- terms of goals, methods of evaluanar-type course is geared toward tion, time and place, the course to
students who have taken Sociol- investigate is "Advanced Studies
ogy 356 and desire to go }?eyond in Social Change." Jan Mejer,

will

Prayer seminar

to be conducted
This Saturday, ITec. 4, the
Center for Campus Ministry is
sponsoring a seven hour seminar
on "Movement as Prayer". The
event will be conducted by R.
Daniel Israel, M.Div., and Michael
Cawdrey, S.J., both of whom have
been teaching and providing workshops _in personal and spiritual
integration for several years in
California, Oregon and Washington.
The seminar is geared to technique and development of "selfskill;"
in movement of body-in-place,
transition, centering, balance and
expression, with a thrust toward
integrating and helping the individual become more effective in
his personal and communal life.
Practical possibilities regarding
liturgical celebration and religious

education will also be explored in
this group experience.
No special skills or background
are required. Any_ interested person is welcome to attend this day
of prayer and expression. Those
planning to attend are asked to
bring loose fitting clothing that
will prov.ide freedom of movement
and also bring food fora mid-day
meal.
The experience will begin at 9
am this Saturday at the Center for
Campus Ministry at 1011 N. Alder.
An optional donation of $4 to
defray .expenses will be accepted
at registration on Saturday morning. For further information call
the center for Campus Ministry
(925-3196) between 10 am and 2
pm.

Dear Disappointed:
.
The hours for Nicholson Pavilion are Saturdays from 10 am to 6 pm
and Sundays from 12 noon to 8 pm during which time a security ?u~rd is
on duty. These hours include one hour in which to secure the bmldmg at
the end of the day.
.
_
Co-Rec hours, during which time th.e pool is open for famil.y use. and
equipment is checked out are from 1-5 pm on Saturdays. Durmg wmter
-quarter, Co·Rec will be held on both Saturdays and Sundays.
The present times were chosen because past experience has shown
these to be the peak usage hours. Although the PE department would
like to please everyone it is at this time quite impossible finanic<).l.ly.
The PE department, however, is willing to discuss the pohcy
concerning £he use of the Pavilion'with any interested person. Please
feel free to stop in and talk with Gary Frederick anytime. He is probably
as concerned about the use of the building as you are.
Signed:
,
Stu
.
Have a problem? Write Stu, care of the Crier.

instructor, said, "I want students
to learn to investigate knowledge
on their own, and in particular,
how to think in a · multileveled,
non-judgmental, empathetic manner."
Those students having taken
Sociology 370 or other upper
division sociology courses would
probably appreciate this in depth
study.
Charles Hawkins, who has spent
a great deal of time in Mexico, has
been inspired to develop a course
on "Mexican Families". It will
study the nature of the Mexican
family and its manifestations, including "machismo", the experiences of American women with
the Mexican men, the social class
structure and social rules governing mate selection, weddings, and
premarital interaction.
This course would serve as an
excellent comparative background
for those interested in anthropology, sociology, family studies or
the Spanish language and culture
behind it.
For people concerned about
child abuse, Charlie McGehee's
course, "Child Abuse", will raise
questions about this social situa- tion.
The students will be led to look
critically at the medical approach,
or explanation, of child abuse, the
sociological aspects of child abuse
and the institution of the family in
regard to parental responsibilities
and punishment as integral parts
of understanding child abuse. A
major emphasis of the class will be
upon the changing value placed on
children in our industrial society.

You can too!
YAKIMA

Call: 493·4811
800·552·7290
TOLL FREE

-

•

·what you hear may change your life!

CURE "TERM PAPER FRIGHT"
ER RO RITE™

AT YOUR
CAMPUS STORE

_NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN BROWN, RED, BLUE & GREEN

- - - - - - WITH ERROR ITE!

~,

Byron Akita: ·

Jane Snyder:

Patty is not a criminal

....

,:·
Several years ago my famuy gut
a feisty male kitten named Boots.
One day when Boots was about
.seven weeks old he left the living
room to go to the kitchen for a
drink. Our older dog, Dan, stalked
, after him.
When Boots was
>. finished drinking there was dead
silence, then a cry from Boots, and
finally, an incredible, sundering
gulp.
Dan came back to the living
room looking stupid. He laid down
and belched hugely. My mother
~ stared at him. "Dan" she asked,
1
' alarmed, "What have you done to
our little cat?" Dan belched again.
Before any of us had summoned
the courage to go and investigate,
Boots staggered in. My sister
picked him up. He was trembling
violently and his neck was wet.
It was all downhill for Boots after
that.
A few months after Boots died
when he was still quite young and
timid, we bought another male cat,
a Siamese we named Kinko because his tail had gotten a prenatal
break.
Kinko cowed the dogs who soon
learned they had to wait· for their
dinner while Kinko ate the canned
dogfood out of their dishes leaving
them only dry food.
He bites our bare ankles and
scratches runs in my mother's
hose. He destroyed a five-pound
ham, the patchwork quilt my
grandmother made me when I was
a baby, and several square feet of
carpeting. He shreds boxes of

Kleenex, loaves of bread and
stuffed animals. He has chewed
my father's pipes and the hands of
- guests. Before he had the simple
and effective operation we blame
for his obesity, he ravished the
neighbor's cats, who then had
horrible looking kittens no one
would take. Now that he has lost
his inter~st in rape, Kink_o work~
off his aggressions breaking television sets and stealing food.
I tell this story of lovable,
terrified Boots and Kinko, the
scourge of North 4th Street, to
support my contention trauma is
just as traumatic as the trauma- ·
tized have been saying it is.
Oµr culture does not lack individual aggressors like Dan.
What it does lack, except maybe
in the CIA, are aggressors who use
violence, discomfort, fear and alienation for "educational" purposes. A ¥ictim in our country
suffers shock but this shock is not
directed to any purpose.
Accordingly, Americans are
loath to believe people who claim
to have been brainwashed. In The
People's Republic of China where
massive "education and re-education" is being used to effect "an
orderly transition of power," this
view would be considered naive,
which it is, and wrong, which it is
also.
A couple of years ago there was
living in San Francisco a little
newspaper heiress. She was going
to college and living in sin with an
anti-capitalist. Before that she had
had periods when she, variously, ·
was religious, was politically conservative, on the outs with her
parents, or adored them. And only
nineteen years old too.
Since the girl's name was Hearst
there was a tradition in her family
for cohabitation. And since her
first name was- Patty you know she
was kidnapped by members of the
Symbionese Liberation Army.
There was a lot of brouhaha
when that_happened, but it died
down when Patty stayed kidnapped until we learned Patty
considered herself a member of
the SLA.
And her new
handle/good buddy, was Tania.
But she was acting as if it were
Bonnie, going around toting a_
machine gun and robbing banks
and sleeping with a man you
wouldn't want your sister to- pass
on the street. The FBI announced
they considered Tania/Patty a
fugitive from justice.
When they found Patty by
accident she was so glad to see
them she wet her pants.
Everyone thought that was
mighty suspicious.
The Hearsis promised all the

justice money could buy. They
hired F. Lee Bailey for the
defense. Bailey said (more or
less), "Aw shucks, your Honor,
this poor little convent-reared
flower only did it because she was
afraid they'd blow her brains out.
She was really just Patty all along.
She didn't want the SLA to
destroy us._ And that terrorist
raped her."
But Baifey was embarrassed
when tapes were produced in
which Patty announced (more or
less) that she'd like to make Irish
~tew out of every capitalist in the
country and that revolutionaries
make better lovers.
Patty was convicted mostly
because of these and similiar
disparities. Now she is out on bail
waiting for another trial. Maybe,
like Danny Kaye in White Christmas, she. wishes she were back in
the army.
Patty may be the first millionairess in this country not to get
justice corresponding to her net
worth. Her defense maintained
she was constantly under threat of
physical violence. But that is
obviously not true and further,
Pat~y devoted herself to the cause
of her kidnappers.
Because her defense was almost
certainly a lie the jury was almost
compelled to convict Patty. But if
they had been simply told immediately following her kidnapping
Patty was subjected to great fear
and disorientation, that the tightknit SLA appealed to her in her
disorientation and offered her
"something she could believe in"
(as certain religious cults do for
their converts, enforcing belief
with inadequate diets and lack of
sleep), the verdict might well have
been different.
And it is too bad it was not.
She really did rob that bank, we
can say, and that's right, she did,
and so she should be punished.
·_T here i~ ~Qthi~_g_!!! _~!iis_ worl<:l tl_!a~_
can change a true American's idea
about what's right. Is there?
It would be nice · if we could
believe neither torture, nor social
pressure, nor economic sancti()ns
could unseat our moral convictions. But there is ample evidence
that they can.
Alexander Solzhenitsyn kept
Patty Hearst did not.
his.
"'Solyzhenitsym i; -~ great man.
But I do not think Patty Hearst is
a criminal.
Someday American courts may
have to decide just how much
"education" constitutes an excuse.
But first they will have to concede
there are other pressures a victim
may be subject to besides a gun to
the head.

The turbule.nt sixties even had
their impact in Ellensburg as
Central initiated a special-interest
program named Ethnic Studies.
At the time of its conception, the
Ethnic Studies Program was "the
program" to have as most colleges
and universities across the nation
were adding it to their curriculum.
- In the beginning, Central was
supportive of the program and
even allowed the Ethnic Studies
faculty to upgrade their teachir J
credentials by granting some of
them leaves of absence to fulfill
master requirements. However,
with the passage of time, Central's
commitment to the program appears lacking.
The Black · Stu~ies position has
been vacant since fall quarter
1975, and only through the constant urging from MECHA, the
Chicano student club on campus,
have the administrators been
forced to work on the job description for the now vacant Chicano
Studies position. At thls_ time, Jt
appears doubtful that either position will be filled by winter
quarter 1977.
Dr. Richard Doi was appointed
by Central's administrators as the
acting director of Ethnic Studies

10

Perhaps the administrators
should take a class in , ethnic
awareness to get a better understanding of what it is to be an
ethnic minority.

John Carter:

Norwegion sets - demands

With all the fuss recently about
minority coalitions and such, I feel
as if I have to throw my two cents
worth into the pot. Mind you, I am
very limited on this topic coming
from a small town and all, but .I .do
EDITOR , Paul Fridlund
MANAGING EDITOR , Pam Whitener
think I have stumbled on to the
NEWS EDITOR, Jane Snyder
solution.
PHOTO EDITOR , Mary Wallace
FEATURE EDITOR , Dave Payson
What is needed is to break down
SPORTS EDITOR , Randy Krake
our backgrounds enough so' that
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR, Bob Wheatley
COPY EDITORS · Beck, Holland Debby Monroe
everybody belongs to a minority.
COPY READERS,
Marie Aalto Pa t Scholz Libby M cCook
That way there will be no majority
GRAPHICS , Jo hn Brownong Carl Bowman
to take advantage of us in the
PHOTOGRAPHER , Debbie Snyder
SPECIAL REPORTERS , Marci Baker Clin t Robbins
minority. The minorities will beREPORTERS , Mike Dorsey Michelle Brunson
God Forsman Loretto Soarinen
come the majority, so to speak.
George May Betty Mitchell
Even within my background, I
, Stan Noteboom
SPORTS REPORTERS, Kay Cory Pot King
could form two or three minority
EDITORIAL WRITERS, Bernard Jensen Byron Ak ita
Troy Monholland
groups. For instance, I feel there
PRODUCTION , Mary Rennie Stephe Percival
should be a Norwegian minority
Dick Butts Debbe Sagar
SECRETAR IES , Kay Cory
group on campus. You see I am
ADVERTISING MANAGER , John Monsen
AD SALES , Greg leCloir
ethnically pure (100% All-Beef
PMT MAN , Charlie
TYPISTS , Luann Shoemaker
Teri Ogdon
Norwegian), and of course I am
ADVISOR , Jomes Goodroch
very proud of my cultural backBUSINESS MANAGER , Steve Holm
ground. Who wouldn't be with
The newspaper of Cenlral Washington State
College published weekly during the academic ye?<
both sets of grandparents coming
excepl during registration, vacation ond the final
week of each quarter ·. Views expressed are those
from a small town on the eoast of
of sludents, staff and editors not necessarily of
that fine Nordic state?
Central Washington State College. Advertising·
moter1ol presented does not imply endorsemenl.
Of c,ourse there can be no
Moil subscriptions price S 1 per quarter or $3 per
recognition of my Norski minority
year are payable
the CAMPUS CRIER , CWSC ,
Ellensburg , WA 98926.
. unless we have a set of demands to
Second class postage paid , Ellensburg, WA 98926.
bring before the administration. '
I am prepared for this! 1. We of the
Norwegian minority want Lefse,
-----·-------------------------------------.------·-~ Lutifisk and Scandinavian meatballs served once a week in the
dining halls. 2. We want Norwegian to be offered in the foreign

11111

for the 1976 academic year despite
protests from ethnic student clubs
on campus and the advice from a
governor's representative. Apparently the administrators believed that he was qualified for
the directorship even though he
had no prior administrative experience and no background in Asian
American Studies, which he is
responsible to teach.
Doi is a perfect example of the
attitude promoted by Central's
administrators. They seem to hold
the belief that any ethnic person is
qualified to teach any class dealing
with his own ethnicity. For instance, when the Black Studies
position was first vacated, Black
staff and faculty members of other
departments were asked to teach
classes in Ethnic Studies. The
same was true this year concerning the Chicano Studies position. And then the administrators
have the gall to preach about
quality education when they practice such recruitment te~hniques.

r

language department. 3. We want
an office with a flagpole so we can
fly the Norwegian flag. 4. We want
a fjord built connecting Central
with the Puget Sound. Ellensburg
needs a little salt water and 5. We 1
want the new library to be named
Leif Erickson Memorial Library. .
With this list of demands the
Norwegian Minority should make
a good first impression.
Just think of the possibilities if
we had minorities for every group
with their very own set of de- •
mands. This college would really
be changed.
The long distance runners coalition could demand that all
buildings on campus be at least a
half-mile apart. The left-handed
minority could demand that left
handed pencil sharpeners be installed. The non-student students
minority could demand that the
curriculum be changed to include a
major in partying techniques and
minor · in Soap Opera Analysis.
Then there's that great majority
minority, women. What a list of •
demands they could make.
One problem with this plan
though, is we would have to make
sure that none of the minorities •
demands are met. You see, we
wouldn't want one of the minorities to become a majority would
we?

Applications are now being'<il.
accepted for Crier editor for
Merry Christmas to old
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'-'Sneaky_ Shutter'', (the
silver fox) who
taught us
'chopping is

winter and spring
quarters

J; .

for information call Roger Reynolds
Janet Dugan, Mau Media offic;

_
63 3342
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cropping

and that Hoosiers are·n 't
cleane·r s.
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The Residence Hall Council is
also responsible for financing the
woodcutting expeditions of Kamola Hall, and of the group effort of
;.,(:'
Alpha Phi Omega; Wilson Half and
the Kittitas County Action Council.
The council has also made a
To the Editor:
significa-nt effort to represent :its
The Residence Hall Council members at the state level. As an
(RHC) at Central felt that an ongoing means by which to keep
article was in need to better informed of the latest legislation
acquaint the students with its and student concerns, the council
workings. This article is to serve maintains representation on the
that purpose. But first, a little State College Council. Scott Muegbackground about the council.
gler, chairman of the council, has
Last year the RHC experienced made an effort to attend their
aging problems. most of . which meetings since June of last year.
dealt with our constitution which
Information concerning tutition
was deemed· outdated and grossly increases, misuse of state funds,
inadequate. We m&naged to draft legislation concerning the drinkfog
and accept formally a new 'consti- age and other information of
tution, and despite lack of interest importance to students on campus
on some individual's parts, we has been brought back. The counsurvived our 13th year of exist- cil also endeavors to help Stu
McMullen, who is Central's · repre::,
ence.
One significant effort by RHO sentative to the State College
was the proposal to tune all of the Council, with his programs.
The council travelled to Bellingdorm pianos at Central. Credit
goes to Sue Lombard Hall for the ham _this quarter to attend the
idea. During a regular meeting yearly m~eting of the Pacific
this quarter, the RHC Executive Northwest Association of College
Council voiced the consensus of and University Residence Halls
RHC's members by contracting (PNACHUR). It is a forum for
with Steve Talbot to tune our student opinion on several levels
pianos on campus. However, RHC and includes colleges and universiwill not be held responsible for - ties from Washington, Oregon,
repair work since it is the council's Alaska and British Columbia. The
feeling that any repair work group is a territorial division of the
should be contracted by each dorm National Association of College
on an individual basis and at the and University Residence Halls
(NACHUR).
dorm's expense. ..;~F' ·

Membership on this body would
allow RHC to capitalize on several
benefits, the major being the
instant contact with council equivalents across the nation and Canad.a. A secondary benefit is the
. privilege olNACHUR members to
use a discount allowance on movie
programming - with SWANK
Movies, Inc.
Activities attended or planned
by the council included the Las
Vegas Night that was sponsored
by Alpha Phi Omega of Seattle
University. The RHC attended the
Las Vegas Night with Central's
APO Chapter at Seattle U niversity's invitation. After we returned the officers of RHC and Alpha
Phi Omega here met and formed
an intent to co-sponsor a similar
event here at
Central. Pendini
legal go ahead and facility planning, RHC and APO are making
plans for this event. Anyone
having suggestions or a willingness to help is welcome to call the
RHC office.
So, despite our low profile, the
Residenc_e Hall Council is alive and
well. As the Executive officer of
RHC, I hope that all misconceptions and rumors of our demise
and inactivity are cleared up with
this letter.
Be seeing you around!
Sincerely,
Scott Mueggler, Chairman
Dale Becker, Vice Chairman
Kit Boudreaux, Secretary
John Radwanski, Treasurer
Jim Hollister, Advi1:1or

Elusive RHC

is ·no\N alive

.

Healthy info

for ethnics
To the editor:
It is encouraging to see the
editorials which have been presented by Byron Akita. They have
be~n informative and ·have added
to a greater awareness for all
people. This column should be a
permanent addition to the Crier.
Though all readers may . not
agree with Akita's views, it is
gratifying to see the Crier providing students with an alternative
viewpoint.
We are happy to see this healthy
kind of journalism from the Crier
and Byron Akita.
Barbara Vigil
Pita Gutierrez
Sylvia Luckett
YaIPang
Jean Kamihara
Deanna Leyva
Larry Richardson
Santos hernandez
Eddy Pong
Merrie Shaw
Ira Matsumura
Marilyn Daguio
Tanya Tomes
Minerva Perez
Tony White
Ronald Forest
Shirley Clemmons

Another bad
case of ills

David Payson:

Fifty ways to deal
There must be 50 ways to deal
with finals.
One way is simply to leave town
the week that they occur and don't
look back. This is sometimes
known as the I'm-baggin' -it technique. Try to forget the whole
bloody experience of going to
college. Get yourself a good job
with a union shop, and chances
are, you'll end up making more
money in your lifetime than those
poor suckers who stayPd behind to
face. the dreadful stre;:;s, anyway.
The dreadful stress.
Another way of dealing with
finals is the I'm-training-for-anOlympic·event technique. · This
method involves psyching yourself
up for your tests, facing each one
as if it was a separate event in the
Olympic decathlon. A common
location to practice this technique
is in one of the downtown taverns.
In one of these establishments,
you can sharpen your competitive
skills, trouncing any fool who
dares challenge you at pool or
foozball, a preview, if you will, of
the mental energy you plan to
release in the classroom.
And if; while all of this is going
on, the dreadful stress starts to
get a grip on you, you can numb its

monella appears linked to Dinhing .. : .,
Service."
The article which ensued was a
very good article and completely
exonerated the Food · Services '·on
campus as being the cause Jfor
salmonella.
.
I think that the ~.rier perso ne1
who allowed this ~eadlin~ to be
typed should be · ite serioqsly
reprimanded as thi is comple~ely 1
fallacious reporting
·
·
It makes me
onder about
everything else I re din the Crier.

To the editor:
I would like to complain quite
bitter!)' about the completely fallacious headline in the Crier on
Novemb~r 4, 1976. The headline of
the ·article on the -recent illness
linked to salmonella read, "Sal-

1

S ncerely yours,
David. • Lundy' M.D.
Director·
Student Health Center

Job .is to
advise gov'tTq the editor:
I wish to correct some misinformation contained in the Nov. 18,
·1976 iSsue, -page 16, article "Student appointed to justice commit- 1
tee." The article quoted me as
saying concerning the Juvenile
Justice Advisory Committee, "We
have no power yet," and . "The
primary purpose is to help advise
the public."
Both quotes are
incorrect.
The committee is
advisory and will not in the '
forseeable future exercise any ·
decision-making power. Our pri- _
mary purpose is not to advise, the
public, but to advise the government. We are representatives of
the public providing citizen input .
into governmental decisions.
I would greatly appreciate this
correction appearing in at least as
prominent a place as the original ·
aritcle in the next Crier. ·
Thank you.
Sincerely yours,
Thomas Stahl

CJ)
~
0
0

.

Whehhnafs firne rolls
fo nave

around >its hes+
COl'hplefe COV1fcc\ cf -J-he, Sff-uo.f(on ...

gnawing force with a pitcher of
beer1 or two, or three, remembering all of the time that the big
event is coming up tomorrow.
The big event.
Still another method of dealjng
with finals is the old-fashioned
just-plain-hard-work technique
also known as "studying." To
choose this method is to grab the
bull by the horns, so to speak, to
face the dreadful stress head-on.
Wherever you choose to study,

there the stress will be, like some
evil buzzard perched upon your
shoulder. But YQU mustjgnore it.
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Univers itY- status

Brooks speaks
DG
)

"I think our institution is being
cheated, our students are being
cheated, and our alumni are being
cheated," President James Brooks
told a small group of students Nov.

..v .__________...__._____.. . .
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Brooks is concerned over the
fact that Central has not yet been
designated a university. In the
SUB pit he said the title of
university is being used in a
different way and ~hat Central is
qualified for university status.

T

Brooks said he feels the top
priority at Central should be to
increase on-campus enrollment.
University status would help generate i'lterest in Central.

Skiers we have

•
-·•
•
•
•
••
•
•

K-2 skis
Head skis
Olin skis
Salomon bindings
Marker bindings
Spademan b_indings
Reichle boots
Seo tt poles
K-2 poles
Demetre sweaters

••
•
•
•
•
•

Roffee ~lothing
Accessories
Scott goggles
A & T gloves
Cross country equipment
Skilum skis, boots & poles
Complete service shop
Mounting, tuning, waxing
Just about everything for
the sportsperson

WILLIE 6TRL\NGE
6porting Goods

are

506 N. Pine St.
•'925-2200

He is also <i.gainst tuition increases at Central and feels "the
greatest scholarship is low
tuition."
Central's tuition has
traditionally been between that of
junior colleges and universities.
Among the points made in favor
of university status is the diversity of Central's programs. There
are 83 areas of undergraduate
specialization at Central and 37
graduate areas of specialization.
There are also several pre-professional training progr~ms similar to
those found a junior colleges.
One problem faced by Central in
its efforts to diversify is restrictions imposed by the state. Some
areas are reserved for the major
'universities, Brooks explained,
and "We have a problem getting
into these areas." Brooks also said
even if Central becomes a university "I don't think we should go
into the doctoral level."

£"'~s6u"1 Blue

oi~

w~a..

lnvitationaL

Samuelson

bandcrtfted
{ive

entertainment ....

~
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Another point in favor of university status is the number of faculty
members with either doctoral or
terminal degrees. At this time the
faculty holds 75 percent doctoral
degrees and 15 percent terminal
degrees.
Brooks also said, "Practically all
of the other schools of our kind and
type in the country have been
renamed."
Brooks listed the priorities of
Central for those who listened to
him talk. They ai:e:
--to increase campus enrollment
to 7,000 students. At this time
only 5,375 students attend Central
as on-campus students.
--to change Central's image of
being a teachers' college by publicizing the diversity of curr_iculum
offered. This image can_be traced .
back to Central Normal School, the
foundation of the present school.
--to keep tuition at those costs
offered between universities and
junior colleges.
--to get university status for
Central.
--to - continue to diversify curriculum and to evaluate and impi:ove
programs .
--to enlist the support of alumni,
community and business interests
in the state.
Brooks feels these suggestions
will help Central in its evolution
from a normal school to a university. So far Central has not had
enough student and faculty support, according to Brooks.

Affate S"1w

'Thurs 7:00,~
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SRO, he/dover

'Boys' conquers the audience
on around them."
The play presents eight gay
You wait in line an hour for the men, and one unexpected
doors to open. When they do, you "straight" visitor, human beings
rush like everyone else to get a coping with human problems. One
seat. You are lucky, you find one problem is self-acceptance,
in the front row. In a minute or another is unattractiveness in a
two the theater is packed, stand- world which places a premium on
ing room only.
youth and beauty.
Everybody talks about how
There is also a gay couple,
good the play is, how tonight will coping with the problems of buildbe even better. You hear one man ing a good relationship, and a
say he is seeing his third ·perfor- character who must cope with
mance. Suddenly the lights go racial prejudice.
down and the play begins.
Crowley depicts characters with
At first you are shocked by the humor and sensitivity as . each
subject, the language, but more by reveals the impact social rejection
men saying they love each other. and hostility has upon - sexual
·
Afterwards, when the play is over minorities.
you realize homosexuality is a real
· "It's a good cast with good
issue in today's life. More. impor- people," said Watters. "There
tant you realize homosexuals are were problems but they were
people.
minor, mainly helping the actors
The Boys in the Band, written adjusting and getting into their
·
by Mart Crowley and a student roles."
"We had three weeks rehearsal
production directed by Elizabeth
Watters, was presented at the and stuck to it," Watters said.
Threepenny Theater from Nov. 18 "A week before we opened, the
to 20, with two held over perfor~ actors had everything down, so we
really had a good opening show."
mances on the 21 and 22.
"Ellensburg needed the play,"
One member of Boys, David
said Watters. "I think the people McMahan, played the lead role of
here are ready to see what's going Michael. "One thing I was worried
By DAVID ADAMS

about was the content and how
people would react to us afterward." McMahan added, "I think
audiences here are ready for a play
like this; they must be, we're
getting such a good response.
We've had only a fe"'." walkouts."
Another character, Emory, was
played by Peter Lehrman.
"Emory is a little easier to. play
because he is a stereotype, but he
is a very stable character.
"Everybody has 'Emory tendencies"' said Lehrman. "Most men
have female tendencies. It was at
first hard to accept."
One homosexual said, "The play
showed not only what homosexuals go through but also straights
as well."
"The problem of acceptance
comes not from the blacks or gays
or women," he said, "but in the
people who cannot accept themselves and need a scapegoat."
"I liked it when Hank (one of the
characters) gave up the American
dream to live with a man who
cheated on him." He said, "He
showed more than anything else
how homosexuals feel about homosexuality."

DARK DRAMA provided a sensitive, often macabre
portrayal of homosexual life.
(Photo by Mary Wallace)

A card given to this reporter,
best explains homosexuality and
the problem of acceptance. It said,
"I am a homosexual. The purpose
of this card is to make you aware
of the fact that you ride with, talk
to, eat with a'nd see us everyday.
uals face in the policy called I hope the time you have spent
"apartheid." Theoretically aiming with me has helped you to realize
toward independence, apartheid is we are people just like you."
a complete separate political de~
The Boys in the Band will be
velopment of different races with presented again next Monday
their own political sovereignty. night at Threepenny Theater to be
Transkei, for example, is now a reviewed for the up-coming drama
new Independent Party.
conference in Portland. Doors
The Vorster regime and others open at 8, admission is free.
have declared the Blacks immigrant foreigners in 'white'
South Africa.

"Race in South Africa"
offered winter quarter
"Race in South Atr1ca" is a new
class being taught next quarter by
Prof~ssor paul LeRoy.
The areas that will be discussed
are Rhodesia, (Zimbawe), Angola,
Namibia, and Mozambique, and
the Republic of South Africa.
LeRoy will give the background
leading to contemporary history
with emphasis on each country's
current problems.
LeRoy said, "Southern Africa is
a powder keg ready to blow up. At
the very core is the complex
problem of race relations and
attitudes found throughout Southern Africa.
Whites still dominate the Republic of South Africa, but the
end is near in Rhodesia and in
Namibia. Rhodesia must face a
determined if divided Black unrest
sustained by growing terrorists."
He will also look at South West
Africa and the problems individ-

By readings and films he will
emphasize the 20th century crisis-rebellion in Angola and Mozambique; Independence in Zambia;
the rising crisis against Ian Smith,
the consequences of both international and World Power rivalries;
and the effect of explosive brutal
living conditions faced by the
Blacks, Asians and Cape Colored.
This three credit special topics
course will meet Monday and
Wednesday 2-3:15 and is a 300
(395) level course.

**
**

THE MOST COMPLETE HAIR
STYLING SALONS IN TOWN
Great Men's and Women's Cuts
Professional Ear Piercing
Full Line Of Hair Products
Gift Certificates For Everything

BAND BOX Inc.
203 E 5th 925-2177

CAMPUS BEAUTY
PARLOR 708 E 8th 925-9595

MORE than you expect .. .for
LESS than you es expected!

Our . RCJTEL.. (AMili!j Cl~~ ~~~system is
such a good value, you should suggest it to your personal
Santa. Take it home for the holidays I

(Limited to
present stock)

List

$425

OUR
PRICE

$249
We're Looking For
a Few Good Vets!
Are you one of the many Vets in the greater
Ellensburg area, that miss th!'! adventure and
drama of good military training and love that
civilian life too? Have both with your local
mechanized grunt unit, Company A 1/161
Infantry (Mechanized) Washington Army
National Guard. TRY ONE weekend a month
and 15 days next summer for ONE year with
the rank or grade you held at discharge.
TRY ONE means $1100 to $1400 plus extra
benefits. Extra bucks to help out with books,
,rent. auto. etc. Phone citizen soldier Carl E.
Lawyer at 925-2933 or stop by the Armory
next to· The Rodeo 1Grounds.
YOU BELONG IN THE GUARD,
A GOOD PART-TIME JOB!
OPPORTUNITY FO~-a
NON VETS TOO'
~·
~
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• Audioanalyst AS/280 speakers. 2-way acoustic
suspension, for tight, clean bass
• Rotel RX-102 am/fm receiver
• Garrard 440 M automatic turntable
• Pickering V 15/ ATE4 cartridge
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Barbeerian Conquers Sasquatch
Mountain Fresh hath charms to soothe the savage thirst. It also hath this poster available to beer friends and cunning
oollectors alike. Send $2 along with your name and address to: Barbeerian Poster, Rainier Brewing Company,
3100 Airport Way South, Seattle, Washington 98134.
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Extra treat in games
room for coeds
Pinball wizards in the SUB
game room_ may now sna.ck between bouts.
Starting winter
quarter, there will be a food
service added to the game room.
Art Hansen, supervisor of the
SUB game room, said, "The food
service will include beverages,
cold sandwiches, candy and snack
items. The food service will be
added as a service to the public
and not-as a profitable service."
When asking . students what
they like about the game room,
Doug Kanyer said, "It makes me
. relax after a test. I usually come
here every day."
Ron Housk said, "What I like
about the game room is the pool
tables, the people that come in
here and the pretty ladies who ask
-questions."
The game room opened in 1970
and over 100 people frequent the
game room daily. "The · busiest
time seems to be from about 11 to
1," said Hansen.
·
Hansen acquired the job of
supervisor as a matter of progression. · He started working _at the

rental shop (Tent 'n Tube) as
assistant manager, progressing to
manager. Later he became outdoor - programming coordinator
and currently he is supervising the
game room.
Aside from supervising the
staff, Hansen does the bookkeeping, financial problems and equipment purchases. His seven staff
members are: Jeril Emry, Kitty .
Teller, Patti Erickson, Cathy
Main, Pam Morris, Nancy Spada
and Mary Dalzell.
He said, "Next quarter the pool
tournaments start and we may
possibly have foosball tourna- W
ments too." Teams will be divided ··
into three catagories: co-ed teams,
male teams and female teams.
In addition to the pool and foosball
tournaments there will be a pinnochle game in February. Free
pool is provided during registraCORNER POCKET--This unidentified student is
tion every quarter.
one of many who enjoy the facilities in Central's

games room. The room is scheduled to have a food
service installed during winter quarter.

International
students JJn
the increa·s'e

Central's internatiort8 T population may well be the fastest ·
growing segment of stUllents on
campus. Forty-seven foreign students are enrolled this .fall, with
Canada heading the list and Ecuador running second in numbers.
Six students are here from the
temperate climate of the Equator.
There are also 'students from
Australia, the Republic" of China,
Germany, Iran, Israel, Japan
Mexico, MicronesiaLNigeria. Saudi
Arabia, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland and Thailand.
Their major fields of study ar:e
as varied as the countries from
which they come, and include
English, chemistry, earlf childhood education, special education
technical education, phy~ i~'.al education, music, biology, l Jsiness,
mathematics and political science.
While ·some of these students
are living with families, others are
staying in dorms and lace · the
prospect of celebrating Cl:r1stmas
- alone at Central. Lilly Rogalski,
foreign student advisor, has expressed the hope American students will want to give this
Christmas by sharing their family
holiday with a student from abroad.
Anyone who would like to invite
a foreign student home for all or
part of the vacation should call
Lilly at International Programs,
963-3612.

"Compare and you'll bet your bottom
dollar on us.
"Because we're the only line of 100°/o
natural cotton 14ounce denim jeans in the
world without 'jeans problems'.
"Sedgefield Do-Nothing "' denim with the
amazing Sanfor-Set* process.
"That's our built-in competitive edge.
''And the reason we beat their pants off.

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
DON'T SHRINK OUT·OF·SIZE.
"You're never in a pinch or bind with us
because, regardless of how many times we're
washed, the size you buy is the size we stay

''SEDGEFIELD JEANS
DON'T NEED IRONING.
· "Throw away your iron. Because we're
so wrinkle-resistant we come out of the washer
and drier 'ready to wear.'
DR. SERGIO STAGNO checks a
young patient in a March of Dimessponsored study of cytomegalovirus
being conducted at the University
of Alabama Medical Center in Birmingham. Lending a hand is laboratory technician Richard Smith.

"SEDGEFIELD JEAllS
. START OUT NICE AllD SOFT.
"We won't 'stiff' you because we start
· out soft and get softer, faster.

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
DON'T COST ABUNDLE. "Our biggest edge? The price you gon't pay
- for Do-Nothing because we cost no mor~ than the
regular price of the biggest seller.

"IF WE'RE LYING
YOU GET YOUR MOIEY BACK.
"Because we've got on unconditionol 1-yeor
warranty: Just send us bock our jeans and vye'll
replace them . Or refund your money
"Interested enough to try us on for size?
"Then just dial this toll free number:

"TO FIND SEDGEFIELD JEANS NEAR YOU
DIAL 800 T·H·E E·D·G·E?'

fed

e~D®~©r

With thegBuilHn Edge.
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Sidewalk harvest is ripe
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Thursday is
Ladies Night At The
UGLY BEAR
- - -TAVERI\'
----Domestic Wine40 Gloss
$1.25 Pitcher
Beer-$1 .00 Pitcher
Men Can Enjoy These Prices-

If Escorted By A Lady!

Free pool all day and nite We.d. and Sun.

A.s.c.

Sidewalk harvesting time is
here again on Central's campus.
After lots of Ellensburg sun and
frequent watering by the grounds
crew, the sidewalks are ripe and
ready for digging up.
The harvest is being completed
on patches located east of
Stephens-Whitney, south of Moore
and east of Michaelson. Cement is
planted and quickly covered with
leaves so that the freezing temperatures of late won't kill the new
crop.
The sidewalks needed replacing
because the surface had Jeteriol'ated to the point that large chunks
were working loose.
- ~ Leonard Goodwin, maintenance
supervisor, said, "In one spot by
Michaelson, there was a big piece
of sidewalk missing and grass had
grown over the hole. The sidewalks were replaced in order to
comply with federal Occupational
Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
standards." Goodwin said that the
project was funded by the state

~~G~G~a~©
~~~~ ~m~~
1-800-RECYCLE
(TOLL-FREE)

and that "It has nothing to do with
·
· student fees."
~
Another improvement_was on a
steep ramp northeast of StephensWhitney. Diagonal gratings were
indented into the cement as it was
laid in_ order to increase water
runoff and decreate pedestrian
slippage.

Goodwin said the next area that
needs repair is the sidewalks along
D street, "but we need twice as
much money as has been allocated
this year."
Hopefully the state legislature
will come up with the money in
time for next year's harvest.

Ballroom dancing
part of Continuing Ed .
The days of waltzing with a
sweetheart and cha-chaing in the
moonlight may be long gone, but
the time to dust off dancing shoes
and brush up on terpsichoreau
maneuvers has arrived.

at dance clubs at Lynnwood High
School, Shoreline Community College and Central.

In earlier years, it was required
to be able to dance. Everyone
could dance, and with considerable
Yakima Valley College is offer-- ease anp grace. Ballroom. . dancing
ing Ballroom Dancing classes · does not require a gymnast.
through the Continuing Education
The way young people dance
Adult Evening Classes.
The
course is instructed by Mike and now is very free and unstructured,
Betty Marinacci. Both have had thel'e being no set arrangement of
training with one of the leading steps, and everybody initiates
national dance schools, and have their ow_n tangent. Those that feel
been teaching high school and self-concious, cannot get the feelcollege students for several years ing of the rythym do not dance.
People interested in taking the
courses are assured every effort is
made to provide personal attention to each student.

ELECTIONS

Marinacci said, "I try to work
with each individual as much as I
can. I'll show him the basics, but
the technique is worked on by the
individual. I try to work at the
right pace, moving fast enough to
catch their attention, but at the
same time, slow enough to allow
each person to learn at his own
pace.
In ballroom I will give the
be_ginnin_g dancer a good, · soljd
foundation in four basic dances Fox Trot, Cha Cha, Waltz and
Eastern Swing. Some basic steps
in Rumba, Polka and Tango will
also be introduced."
Ballroom II is designed for ·the
more experienced dancer, with a
revi_ew covering all the steps
learned in Ballroom I, with additional steps in Fox Trot, Cha Cha,
Waltz, Rumba and Tango being
covered. _Western Swing, Samba
and Mambo will also be introduced.
The courses count as one PE
credit and meets one night a week.
To register, sign up in Peterson
Hall at the Adult Education office.

BOARD OF CONTROL
POSITIONS No. 4 and No. 5
ALL COLLEGE JUDICI/\~ COUNCIL
POSITIONS No. 4, No. 5 and No. 6

There ·is a movement sweeping
America today to return to the
days of big bands and large
ballrooms happening not only with
the older folk. Hopefully, Ballroom Dancing classes will bring
back the full enjoyment of the art
of social ballroom dancing.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send $1.00 for your up-to-dat~,
192-page, mail order catalog.
11926 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025
Original research also available.
Enclosed is $1 .00.
Please rush the catalog to:
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
S t a t e - - - - - - Zip _ __
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Jazz is a joy to perform at Central
1!1F/"'
By BOB WHEATLEY

known music department. Some of
our students are working with
Bop-pah-doo-wah.
It's not Stan Kenton, some with -show_
scooby-doo-wop, a new language, bands in -Las Vegas. A musician
it is Central's new jaz?. choir needs to be competent and a good
performing bop- (swing) music in sight reader before he graduates
the pit.
from here. When someone goes with KenJazz is becoming increasingly
vocal on this campus.
-ton, that opens doors. To be
During the last two weeks botfi competitive in the market one
. the jazz band and choir performed must be prepared to handle vocal,
in the SUB, and jazz night will be instrumental, covering all styles."
performed in Hertz Auditorium
Moawad felt Central's programs
tomorrow night at ·8 pm.
: in jazz offered the best opportuniCentral's jazz program is ex- ties in performance.
panding with the n~w choir as an
"Central has the only accredited
addition.
jazz choir taught by a · staff
John Moawad, assistant profes- member at the four year level. It
sor of music and director of the . came about because studentl' dejazz program, sees expansion as a sired a jazz choir."
necessity.
.
Moawad said jazz is an attract~
"Western Washington State ing medium that draws talent to
Col_lege has initiated a new jazz the school's program.
program but I don't think their
It's rekindling and exciting to
caliber of musicians is' as good as . see the renewed interest in jazz.
Central's. They are attracting . rhe jazz class grew from 40
some students in the Northwest members upwards to 300 an since
because of the jazz major."
1971 has maintained an average of
Moawad did not feel his pro- 250 students per quarter."
gram is second rate and said
Moawad went on to explain
Central is still turning out top- some of the problems the program
notch graduates.
is experiencing.
He said "The specialization of
"In music: educators have to be
the program all boils down _to well rounded. A Central graduate
money. You can;t sacrifice a well must be prepared to h~ndle both

JOHN MOA WAD DIRECTING The increasing interest .in jazz
music is apparent as students gather to enjoy a free performance by
Central's jazz band.
· ·

through revenue received at jazz
Moawad also talked about
night.
changes .in the jazz band.
Moawad also said the new jazz
"We've moved the horns to the
Center for Campus Ministry 1011 N. Alder
choir is . still in the embryonic right now and we're using an
sta_ge.
expanded rhythm section. We've
"More students are coming out added the synthesizer to the band.·
of swing and jazz choirs in high
The new set-up is better for
covering
school. Last year was our first balance. Musicians have to discipsucessful year in vocal jazz. line themselves to time. Each
body movement as religious expression
We're into Bop right now, we'll be
"There is money for tuning doing some Chick Corea and John entity is independant. We aren't
as tight as I would like."
personal integration of the spiritual and physical
pianos, running the office and Coltrane.
We're working on
repairing instruments. But for a discipline, - rhythmic unity and
Each quarter the personnel
jazz ensemble a sound system is blend. I do a lot of spontaneous · changes and every band has a
effective use of the techniques and skills of body
A good
essential. You can't rely on the conducting with the gr_oup like different personality.
movement
acoustics of a room. The music changing meters and dynamics. · listener can detect the personality
department can't support that
practical uses for churches and _relig(ous expression
- The vocal group has the .great of the band. We're constantly
kind of program requiring micro- impact of the text. I don't thiJ!k trying to improve abilities in
phones and PA.
you can generate the pure excite- imorovi~::itfon."
Moawad was recently named
For more information call
Moawad said money to purchase ment of a big, solid sounding band
Center for Campus Ministry 925-3196 10 am-2 pm
needed equipment was ·obtained but there's something powerful in the national chairman and vocal
jazz editor for the NAJA Educa:;;;.-;;-•~-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;==..---------------. the spoken word."
Moawad said the audience re- tor, (National Association of Jazz
sponse when the jazz choir sang in Educators).
the SUB pit last · week was
He said, "Publish_e rs in the US
.exc~ptional.
are sending me their new arrange"I am extremely pleased. It was ments in the area of vocal jazz for
the best received performance."
review in the NAJE magazine."

at the

MOVEMENT AS PRAYER

**
*
*

IDec.

4.thl

jazz band and choir. What makes
them better is if they participated
in an ensemble. But we've got only
-two bands with 40 people.
Also, there is no history of jazz
material for the music major as a
requred course."
Moawad also commented on
equipment problems.

a

9 am - 4 pm

We couldr1t revolutionize the foot.
So we revolutionized the shoe.

The contoured soles are uniquely flexible. · They put
power in every step and provide full arch support.
The revolutionary dip-in heel is the foundation for a
whole new comfortable way
of walking.
Free-Wheeler 2 in Redrock
or Gunpowder Waxhide
leather.
shown 28 95
Boot 29 95

Open 6:45

925-9511

Admission $2.00

<l£]l>

ree~wneeLers

FREEMAN
Munday's Shoe Store
downtown
open ti I 8: 30 Fri. eve.
by

IPGI ....
C.olumbi.Pktu~,
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KXLE-wide range of music

Robin Mates:

Music Menu
The music industry seems to be
taking a break from the disco
onslaught. It seems to be a rock
revival.
A good example is a new group
"Rex". Their debut album, simply
entitled Rex demonstrates a rock
force not too unlike "Aerosmith."
"Ted Nugent" or the "Who."
The album opens with a rocker
Trouble, the main ingredients,
sharp vocals and sizzling guitar
work keep the song exciting
throughou~. Stay With Me, a
bluesy tune, . demonstrates the
expertise of Lars Hanson and Lou
Vandora in tight guitar exchanges.
As far as tradition goes, "Rex"
does a knockout job of the "Wh<>'s"
classic I Can't Explain; a flashy
guitar is the key to this oldie. It
should receive a lot of FM airplay.
I have not heard an album this
exciting since the first Montrose

Theatrica I
iudging
for 'Boys'

By BECKY PERRIE

album. Tune in tonight for the new
album preview show, to be heard
in its entirety. Some good loud
rock-n-roll from "Rex" is another
fine feature brought to you by
fm-91 KCWS.

Musical variety is the key to
programming rationale at KXLE
AM-FM.
Being the only local signal has in
the past produced a conflict of
interest to the station staff. But
after extensive · listener serveys
and restructured programming,

U stat us posters
use student funds
Board of Control (BOC) members have allocated Joint Student
Fees funds to buy posters · which
explain some of the advantages of
university status.
No poll was taken to determine
whether students favor or disapprove of either university status
or if they-will support it wi~h funds
they pay. No posters countering
the advantages are planned.
"The idea was to get the
information about the advantages
of uniyersity status p_ublished,"
explained Rich Dietz, BOC mem-

The recently staged Central
production of the -adult play The
Boys in the Band will be revived
for one more public performance
with special theatrical judging.
To be presented at 2:30 pm
Sunday, _ Dec. 5 in Threepenny
Playhouse on the campus, the
production will be viewed by three
judges represe-pting the American
College Theatre Festival.
Those judges may invite the
play director, student Liz Watters,
to take her production to a
regional festival at Reed College in
Portland, Ore. Winners of the
festival in Oregon will receive an
all-expenses-paid trip -to the Ken- ·
nedy Center for Performing Arts
in Washingtonr DC for a national
theatrical festival.
Although admission will not be
charged at the Sunday performance, donations will be accepted
to help with drama department
expenses.

$$$$$
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her.
Among the things the poster
implies are "improvement in quality of faculty" and that university
status "will in no way imply a
financial increase." Central already has a faculty with 90
percent terminal degrees. There
are also questions as to whether or
not the - state legislature will
increase tuition if Central is given
university status.

KXLE is offerin~ a wider-than- ming shift is justified. Rock~n-roH, ·
customary musical repertoire.
again with a predominance of
Ellensburg has been known--as a current hits, takes priority until
.
split community with the emphasis sign-off (10 pm, except Fridays
on town/ gown conflicts. Probably and Saturdays when KXLE broadno interest area so radically re- casts until midnight.)
flects this conflict as music.
As the only local radio signal,
The college sector seeks a KXLE AM-FM accepts its respon- ; .
rock-n-roll format with the empha- sibilit.y to serve the entire comsis on its energized beat. On the munity. And according to the
other side, the farming community latest survey, the community indicontinues , to demand country- cates that the responsibility is
western music.
being met.
The resulting concept being
utilized by the KXLE programming staff is compromise.
• ••••••••
From sign-on at 6 am until 10 am
••
if
••
the country-western demand is
••
people keep
•
met, founded on the reasoning that
••
•
telHng you to
the largest part of the morning
•
••
listener audience is indeed the
•
quit smoking
farming community.
:
cigarettes
:
At 10:05 after northwest news,
~
don't listen . . .
:
the musical format shifts to adult
•
they're
•
contemporary; that is, primarily
probably trying to
:
••
up-tempo, current best _sellers
with some past hits added for
•.
trick you
:
.
variety.
Lasting through the
•.
mto
•
dinner hour KXLE AM-FM feels
0
0
that the up-tempo format can
satisfy both interest groups.
By and large by 7 pm most radio
: ••
listeners, according to survey reCANCER
sults, are college-age and younger.
• _
·•
SOCIETY
®
.
For that reason another program-

•

•

.

.

.

~ ~i:~~:::~AN!

..

The BOC plans to circulate
petitions at a later date which
would favor university status.

·We'd Hke to be
. ·yourbaDk. .

II

Pacific National Oank of Washingron
COLLEGE BANKING CENTER
730 East Eighth Avenue

CASH

$$$$$

FOR TEXT BOOK.S
·. Jerrol s is the place
-

-

-to buy & sell your
extra text books!

Ill errol's
11111 Ill East 8th

OPEN
7 Da_y s
A Week
925-9851

BERRYS OFFER:
SWEATERS
SHIRTS
LUGGAGE
ROBES
PANTIES
Ti ES
FLANNEL SHIRTS
DOWN ~ARKAS
JEANS
UNDERWEAR
BLOUSES
SKIRTS
GYM SHORTS
SLIPPERS
TENNIS SHOES
BRA'S

CAN BE GIFT WRAPPED

FREE!!

~~.,:t.

I~

!!}; _

DOWNTOWN
-.._ •...

Swine flus hots are here
By PAT KING

5000 students who could be vaccin- slightly higher percentage, of 5
ated. So far only 1.3 percent of the ,percent of the total population.
Dr. Lundy of the student health entire student .body has taken ·the The county vaccinates nursing
center encourages all Central stu- shot.
home residents and anyone who
dents to take the swine flu
Lundy explained some pos- goes to them for the shot.
vaccination.
sible reasons for the lack of
Lundy said there should be
"I feel that the swine flu shot interest.
He suggested that enough of the vaccine for everyone
should be gotten by everyone over . "Some students may have gotten who wants it. "Unless we get a
18 years of age. This has been the shot in their hometown. massive rush, 'we have plenty left.
recommended by federal health However, mqst students arc At this time we have quite a bit of
officials. As far as we know the flu young, strong, and healthy, and the vaccine and we can always get
shot is perfectly safe· and there is they don't see a need for the shot.
more," Lundy s~id.
no cost to students," Lundy That iS-.poor reasoning. The lower
When asked if there have been
said.
any outbreaks of the flu yet,
case deaths of the elderly people
"It is true that we don't know if played a role in scaring some
Lundy ·responded by stating that
there will be an outbreak of swine people off on a natknwide level,
"No, we've had sporadic cases, but
flu in our country this year, but it but there was no connection
we haven't had any large .outis best to be protected," he between their · deaths and the
break."
continued.
swine flu shot."
When asked if the need for the
So far there has been no mad
"Not nearly as many people swine flu shot had been overrush by students to get the swine have gotten shots as national estimated Lundy stated that "Fed-_
flu innoculation. In fact, interest health officials expected. People· eral officials now feel that we
in taking the shot is lagging not are just not worrying about it. probably are, at least for this year.
only at Central, but also on the They're thinking, 'It won't happen But no one will know the real
county, state, and national level.
to me," Lundy stated.
answer until next summer, when
As of November 17, 1976, 63
THE COST OF VANDALISM Custodian pays
By November fr, the Kittitas the winter and spring flu seasons
Central students had taken the County Health Department had are over."
the price of unknown vandal's . weekend paint
free shot. Pote_n_t_i11lly, there are innoculated 1370 citizens. This is a
splattering spree.
(Photo by Deb Snyder)
Remarking on the immunity of
the vaccination, Lundy explained
"I don't know for sure how long
the immunity lasts, but a repeat
booster shot next year would
probably be required if health
officials are worried about an
outbreak sometime next year."
Chance of falling
"I got the shot personally," Dr.
gorillas, then clearing.
Lundy added. "I recommend it.
That is the official recommendation of all the experts in flu."
New York, N.Y.
Volume i, No. LXXVIII
Limited Edition

Weather:

FiNALti

History prof
lives Finnish

Ire Linked To Desire For Sedgefield Jeans
Sedgefield Offers "Kong's Hair" as Tribute.
New York (APE)-With the eyes of th~
world upon King Kong, star of.Paramount Pictures epic new film release, a highly placed source
close to Kong today revealed the possible reason
for his destructive rampage.
In an exclusive interview
held atop the twin towers of the
World Trade Center, it was
suggested that Kong's misbehavior was tied to his inability
to find a pair of Sedgefield
jeans large enough to fit his
mammoth proportions.
"It's not fair," the source
said, "when the King of Gorillas can't get a pair of the King
of Jeans."
"Sedgefield Do-Nothing®
Jeans with Sanfor-Set* would ·
have been just perfect for Kong.
They're natural 100% cotton,
won't shrink out of size, don't
need ironing and start out soft.
Plus they come in style after
style."
"Kong liked that," he added.
Shortly after hearing the explanation, S~dgefield di~closed
a free offer of King Kong's hair
as a tribute .to the "ultimate
consumer."
A lock of Kong's hair comes
in a key chain with a certificate
proving it's from the actual
King Kong used in the film. It's

a real collector's item.
The key chairi, or full-size,
full color movie posters of
Kong in action, are being
offered for a limited time at
participating stores. They're
free with the· purchase of a pair
of Sedgefield jeans.
Robert Lukey, spokesman
for Sedgefield jeans, was visibly
humbled by Kong'~ unsuccessful quest (or his company's
product.
·
"It saddens me to think "
he lamented, "that Kong may
have been dying to get a pair of
our jeans."
·
"Well, that's show biz," he
added philosophically.
·Sedgefield has set up a special toll free number where
people of all sizes can locate
Sedgefield jeans and memorial
key chains.
Just dial 800 843-3343. Or
dial 800 T-H-E E;D-G-E.
• Tro,demork of the Sonfomed Company

f~~@)@

Last year James Brennan too~ a
tourarounrl t.he world and stopped
in Finland where he lived for eig-ht
and one half months through the
winter. Being a history professor,
his main purpose of the trip was to
do research work for his Russian
historv class.
Finland has one of the be-st
libraries for this purpQse for th-e ·
reason that ever·:thing published
· in Russian libraries is sent to the
University of H~· lsinki Library in
Finland.
Brennan's trip, other than being
school-oriented, was also taken
because.of his fondness toward the
Finnish people. He said, "The
Finnish are friendly, shy and
non-aggressive people.
"They have little or no poverty,
and have a low .crime rate. For
example, the police force went on
strike for two weeks demanding
improved wages." ,
For entertainment Brennan attended operas sung in Finnish.
Operas and movies are the main
entertainment in Finland. He also
listened to local Russian radio
stations since ·Finland has a 700
mile border with Russia.
Brennan lived in a typical suburban area called cluster villages,
groups of houses with greenery
surrounding them. He said, "The
only thing I didn't like about
Finland was that it only stayed
daylight about two hours a day
around Christmas.
Previously he spent a great deal
of time in Europe working at the
Paris Library and has taught at
Central for ten years.

Ellensburg's Bicycle

Takara'5
Peugeot's
Bicycles ·Repairs• Sales ·Service
Closed Monday's• 307 N. Main - 925-3326

·
I~--·-w-•-·-·-·-·~·-·-~
.
.
I
.
•
I
I

I

Sedgefield jeans offers free "hairy" Key Chain as tribute. Call 800
843-3343 to find out where.

i Need an exper~ence tutor? For any!
• course in sociology or Law and I
! Justice. Call 925-9493.
i

l------·--·-·-·------!
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ecent jobs provided for students
The following on and off campus
tJOsitions are currently available to
students.
Interested students
should inquire at the Student
Employment Office, Barge 101.
> Babysitting (B-2) available
every third Wed. from 9~ 11 al!l;

approximately 10 children each
time.
Babysitting (B-3) available Mon.
through Fri. from 7:30-5:30 pm.
Excellent opportunity for student
spouse.
Custodial _(C-2) on campus posi-

,-----··--·-----------------··-------------------------------~.I
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hrs- M-Tli 11 am-8 pm
925-4779
: F & S 10 am-9 pm
~ Next to .the Liqour Store

Two English cheeses on sale

I
I

I
I

i

*Wensleydale

, I
I

I

*Double Gloucester

..
I

Were .$3.59 per pound

I

I

I
I
I

Now $2.89 per pound

I
I

I

:

Try one of our great sandwiches

I

I

~ We accept

• Master Charge
: Bank Americard
: Food $tamps
.

Imported beer and wine, too!
·

15 % off on cases of either
'

----.--.-------------- ----- -------.. --... ------------··--------.
...

~

Cha11ging the

tions available. Hours vary.
Cab Driver (D-2) part time
position. Must be 21 years of age
or older with good driving record.
References required.
Chief Engineer-Electronic Tech.
{E-1) position available.
First
Class FCC license desired but not
Two of the most easily rerequired. Prefer experience in
placed items under your hood are
maintenance of electromechanical
the air filter and the pollution
communications equipment. which
control system filter, both lomight include audio processing
cated inside the air cleaner
units, tape machines, turntables,
housing. The air filter cleans
etc.
Will consider educational
approximately 10,000 gallons of
- background in the areas of physics
air for every gallon of fuel you
or electronic theory along with a
mechanical aptitude. Po~ition on use.
campus.
From the moment a new filter
· ·truck Driver (T-2) Wanted is put into service it begins to
immediately for local oil company. trap dust and dirt, and as its life
Hours are from 12-4 pm daily plus progresses it gradually restricts
an occasional Satur~~y.
-the flow of air, acting as a choke.
Waiter/Waitress (W-1) needed This poor "breathing" can reduce
immediately. Must be 21 years of gas mileage, cause hard starting
age or older.
and poor perfor~ance. Also, it
pollutes the air.
Waiter/Waitress ·(W-1) Wanted
for local tavern. Must be 21 years
In most cases the air filter
of age or older.
Hours are
should be changed every 10,000
arranged.
miles, even sooner if the car has
Secretary (S-5) Needed winter
been operated in dusty condiquarter for on-campus employtions.
ment. Must have morning hours
free. Must be accurate typist.
Changing the filter is easy.
Secret-a ry (S-6)°Wanted-for winLift the hood and remove the
ter quarter. Position is located
wing nut from the top of the air
cleaner. There's no need to
on-campus and requires an accurate typist with afternoons free.
remove the entire air cleaner

car filter

from the carburetor, just the top .
cover. Some covers have houses
attached.
These are easily
removed.
With the cover off lift out the
old filter element. A general
visual inspection and a quick test
will tell if it needs replacement. "'Holding a bare light bulb inside $
the air filter is a good way to tell
if the element is clogged. If you
see light brightly all the way
around it, it may still be serviceable. But if the folded paper is
dark and you can barely see t-~
' light, or if bright light appears in ~
spots or in one or more of the
folds or pleats, replace it.
Regardless of appearance, it is
good to replace it after no more
than one year's· service.
While you are installing the air
filter, you may find another small
filter in the air cleaner alongside
the air filter. This is a crankcase
ventilation system filter. If it
appears dirty, change it too.
It is inexpensive and essential to
the removal of harmful vapors
and condensation from inside the
engine.
After replacement of these
parts, reinstall the air cleaner
cover and tighten the wing nut.
But not too tight; just snug.
Reconnect the vent hoses and
you're all set.

vs
TENT'NTUBE

(a brutally honest comparison)
CHEVETTE
Smallest of popular Chevrolet
species, indigenous to North
America. Easy to own and care
for, surprisingly tough and spacious for its size. . Four wheels,
four cylinders, big rear hatch,
front disc brakes, rack-and-pinion
steering. A lovable car with special appeal for people with limited
budgets and plenty of places to go.

A small, long-eared mammal of
the hare family, technically one
of the .lagomorphs. Native of
southern Europe and northern
Africa. Four legs, one tail. Hops
about, multiplies indiscriminately
and often becomes a pest.

The Tent 'n Tube Rental Shop is
open Monday and Friday, 11 am to
3 pm and Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday 11 am to 1:50 pm.
We are located at the west
entrance of the SUB (and adjacent
to the Games Room). We've got
snowshoes, tents, canoes, sleeping
bags and lots of other outdoor
equipment for your rental convenience, 963-3537.

INTRAMURALS
If you are interested in playing
intramural basketball this winter,
please contact the ISP office in
Nicholsen Pavillion 108 or phone
963-1751 for league information.
Team rosters are now being taken,
so hurry and Jill out your team
roster as there are limited league
openings. The roster dearlline is
Jan. 7, so get your team organized
and insure yourself of a league
spot.

VOLLEYBALL
Playoffs for men's and co-rec
volleyball teams are in the Field
House Dec. 6, 1976.

From left to right: Chevette Coupe and typical rabbit.

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(Z13) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

1.~
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GERMAN CHRISTMAS PARTY

The -German Christmas party
will be -held on Sunday, Dec. 5
from 7 - 9:30 pm in Grupe
Conference Center. Anyone interested in participating in the festiviL~s. particularly carol singing in
German, is welcome. Refresh~, ments will be served.

;.·
1

SOCIOLOGY SYMPOSIUM

The Sociology Symposium will
present a panel discussion, "Five
.,, Perspectives on Sex Roles," on
~-~ Monday, Dec. 6 at 3 pm in the
Fourth Floor Lounge of the SocAnthro Building (14th and D
Streets). The speakers will be five
teachers of courses on sex roles:

Come Visit

Kathleen Adams, Ph.D., and Anne
STUDENTS WORKING OVER
Denman, ·Ph.D., anthropologists;
XMAS HOLIDAY
Laura Appleton, Ph.D., John
Dugan, Ph.D., and Jan Mejer,
All students planning to stay on
All are campus or in Ellensburg during
Ph.D., soeiologists.
welcome.
. the upcoming holidays - : interested in employment sh01,ild contact Carol Drinkwater, student
EXIT INTERVIEW
employment office, Barge 101.
INFORMATION
FREE CHILDREN'S FILMS
If this is your last quarter at
Central and you have received a
The last showing in a series of
National Direct Student Loan, you short films of special interest to
must make an appointment for an families with children ages 3-10,
exit interview. Call the Office of · will be shown this Sunday, Dec. 5
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go · in the upstairs SUB theatre, at 6
to the second floor of Mitchell Hall. pm.
The office is located just behind
the cashier's cage near the
CHRISTMAS CAltD SALE
accounting section.
A stationary and Christmas card ·
sale will be held every Wed. from 9
to 3 in Michaelsen Hall.
Us-

· ( 3 Blocks west West Of Winegars
Dairy At The End Of 15th. West)
WE HAVE A NICE SELECTION OF:
GREEN PLANTS, FLOWERING PLANTS,
POINSETTIAS, HANGING PLANTS & POTS

WILLIAMS GREENHOUSE

PLACEMENT REGISTRATION

Seniors who are graduating in
If this is your last quarter at
December, or who will be doing
Central and you have received a field studies, internships or stuNational Direct Student Loan, you dent teaching during .winter
must .make an appointment for an _ quarter~- should set up theij--;placeexit interview. Call the Office of ment files before leaving''eafupus. •
Student Accounts, 963-3546 or go- Registration papers may be picked
to the second floor.of Mitchell Hall. up at Barge 105.
The office is located just behind
December graduates who have
the cashier's cage near the
already registered with the Place- •
accounting section.
ment Center, and will be leaving
Ellensburg, should come in and fill
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
out mailing cards if they wish to
notified of positions.
'Students and student spouses
wishing employment should check
NIGHT MUSIC AUDITIONS
the job postings at the Office of
Student Employment, Barge 101.
The next major play production
All students seeking employment -of the Central drama department
on campus, whether awarded
will be Stephen Sondheim's rowork-study or seeking regular
mantic musical comedy, A Little
student employment, must clear
Night Music.
through the Student Employment
Auditions for fourteen singing
Office.
and four non-singing roles will be
held on the evenings of Jan. 4 and
ELLENSBURG BLUE
5, and are open to students and
AGATE SHOW
non-students.
Scripts, scores and tapes are
Ware Fair is featuring a slide
now available for advance reading
_ show and display of Ellensburg
in the drama department office,
blue agates. The show will be done
Edison 204. Richard Leinaweaver
by Dave Blodgett, a local authority
will stage the show with Clifford
on blues. The show is free and
Cunha and John DeMerchant diropen to the public, Thursday 7 pm,
ecting the music.
SUB Pit. More information is
Performances will be in
available at the Ware Fair office,
SUB lll, 963-1511.
February~
LAW AND JUSTICE
SKI CLUB

FINANCIAL AID CHECKS

FOR CHRISTMAS
IN THE COUNT.RY

EXIT INTERVIEW
INFORMATION

Students receiving financial aid
winter quarter who will not be on
the. Ce~tral. campus to pick up
their fm~ncial aid checks must
leave t~eir na~e an~ add_resses at
the Office of Fmancial Ai~, Barge
209, by Dec. 10 where their chec~s
should. be forwarded. Checks will
be mailed after ~an. 6 to tho.se
students fully reg~stered for wmter quarter who will be _away from
campus student teachmg or for
· other official reasons. All students
not in any· of the programs must
pick up their checks in · person at
Central's Ski Club will meet
the Cashier's Office in Mitchell ·today (Dec. 2) at 7:00 pm in the
Hall three_days after registering. SUB cafe. Elections will be held.
MEXICO DEADLINE
EXTENDED

THETAV

Late applications for winter
quarter at the Mexico Instructional Center may be turned in to
the office of International Programs, Peterson 202 (3-3612) until
Dec. 10.
CHRISTMAS CONCERT

SUNDAY DINNER
All You Can Eat l2 5
SPAGHETTI
GARLIC BREAD
GREEN SALAD
4:00 pm

STEIN CLUB

HAPPY HOLJR ·

The annual Christmas concert
will be held in McConnell Auditor8: 30-9: 30 M-F ium at 3 pm on Dec. 5.
Featured will be the Central choir,
2: 00-5: 00 SAT Ellensburg High School choir,
......- - - - - - - - - - - . community chorus and the Central
SEE AD ABOUT
symphony orchestra. Admission

FOR $10° 0 ENTRY
FREE TAV JACKET
FREE TAV STEIN
FREE PARTIES
.THE SK I PR OGRAM :~~l~s~ $1
. 30 SCHOONERS

for students and $2 for

The Law and Justice Department is sponsoring a Law and
.fostice Association meeting
Thursday, Dec. 2 at 8 pm on the
fourth floor of ·the Instructional
Building.
STUDENT MINORITY
MEETING

Minority Student Coalition
will meet tonight in the backroom
of Pizza Place at 7:30 pm. Topics to
be discussed are the ethnic studies •
program and related minority
concerns o,n campus.
All interested persons are
invited.
JAZZ NIGHT

Jazz Night is scheduled for
Friday night in Hertz Recital Hall.
Admission at the 8 pm performance will be one dollar .

3 more weeks
In the CabOos.e Room
Happy hour
5-7pm
daily
Thursday Night

entertainment
6 nights . per 'Neek

Enjoy '!Ur new
,. Sound"system

•

IS

Ladies Night

: ~:.

.LESJ3 RUM L6.' l.· TR 1~0 .

.
, 7-1 -0 p m
Also dine at our IRON HORSE RESTRAUNT
.... .;if
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Morris relies on
'Stick' and savoy
By PAT KING

VARSITY SQUEEKS BY Varsity player Tom
Enslin goes for the hoop with alummJ,s Gregg
MD · I d f din
c ame
e en g. Th e a Iumm• proved t ough

competition in this hard fought 87-79 Wildcat
victory.
· •Photo
by Pam Whitener)
1

Hennessy's Ia S t Cen tr a I r U n
Jim Hennessy finished his last
race for the Central Cross Country
team Nov. 20 at the national meet
in Kenshoha, Wisconsin. Hennessy
took 21st and was followed closely
by teammate Louis Boudreaux in
22nd place.
Hennessy has been a big factor
in the team's improvement the last,
two years. Three years ago the
Wildcats were sixth out of seven
teams at the district meet, with
this year being a little different
and the team finishing first.
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Hennessy captured first in that
meet the past two years. He also
finished first in the conference
meet.
Hennessy came from Spokane
Community College to Central two
years ago. Concerning the program he said, "We didn't have
anything then; We had all the
same guys, except me that we had
this year."
So what has caused the same
team with the addition of Hennessy to do so m':1ch bette~_ now?

YOU R CHRISTMAS STORE
-som e thing for everyone

FLEECE GOWN
4~

MENS POLYFILL
11 JACKETS 29.Q..Q

G>

:

OPEN SUN. 1 2-5
WEEKDAYS 9:30-5:30

402 south main

Hennessy says that the new
computer programs the team has
been following has made quite a
difference. Each runner has his
own individualized program based
on results of a four-mile time trial.
Hennessy said, "Each man works
on his own level and we work a lot
harder than we did before."
Because of his special training,
Hennessy improved 38 seconds
over last year's time at nationals.
He added that the course at the
University of Wisconsin was
''twice as tough as it was last
year."
For example: four other runners
were given the same time as
Hennessy 24:57, and the first 44
runners all broke last year's
course record.
Hennessy still has the track
season ahead of him. He admits
that he is really better at running
around a track than up and down
hills, but he likes the change of
scenery that cross country offers.
After ·graduaffon in June, Hennessy hopes to · teach physical
education and coach somewhere in
the Yakima Valley area. He wants
to continue running by competing
in Club Northwest because, as
most other distance runners will
say, once running is in your blood,
· ~ou can't get it out.

include Dave Oliver, returning
All-Conference selection; Les
Central's Stan Morris plays Wyatt, a stable player from whom
sticky defense and that could just the club is seeking leadership;
be how he got the nickname, Steve Johansen, at 6'8" the largest
"Sticky Stan."
man on the roster; Joe Diggs,
Morris is a senior on the Wild~at Dave Olzendam and Tom Enslin,
varsity basketball team.
. all experienced guards.
In his freshman year, Morris
attended Xavier University in
New Orleans, Lousiana.
"I played ball at Xavier with
Bruce Seals and Slick Watts (now
with the Seattle Sonics),"
Morris said.
Xavier is a Catholic college, and
all the instructors are nuns. Morris
explained why he decided to enroll
at Xavier.
"Xavier is predominantly a
black college," said Morris. "My
parents are Catholic, and I wanted
to stay close to home. My hometown is New Orleans," Morris said.
"Another factor was that Bob
Hopkins recruited me very
heavily. He was the head coach at
Xavier and he's now the assistant
coach to Bill Russell of the Sonics."
Morris provided some of his
basketball background.
STAN MORRIS
"In high school, I played for
South Lab in New Orleans. While
Morris is a mass-media major at
there, I was a three-year All-state
Central.
·player on a team that was the
"I would one day· like to be
Class AA state champion for involved in recording records.
three straight years. During the Perhaps as a recording engineer
three years I was on the team, we for a recording studio somewhere
were 95-3," said Morris.
on the west coast," Morris said.
Last year as a junior, Morris
Stan Morris has bright hopes for
was a member of the Wildcat this year's edition of the Wildcat
squad that blazed a 23-7 season roundball team.
Hopefully his
record.
enthusiasm will rub off on the
·Morris transferred to Tacoma student body, resulting in a noisy
Community Col_lege. _
Nicholson Pavilion to greet the
"My sophomore season I played 'Cats at each home game.
ball at Tacoma Community College
"We're hoping for support of the
with Dave Oliver (now at Central). student body. We will have a very
While there, I was persuaded by good team," Morris said. "We plan
TCC coach Don Moseid to come to to make a better showing at home
Central."
this year than last."
Last year I learned the system
and tried to improve my fundamentals," Morris said. "We were
District I champions and went to
Kansas City for the NAIA Tournament held at Kemper Arena.
We finished 1-1."
Just how did. Morris get tagged
with the nickname, "Sticky"?
Central' s Wrestling team split a
"I play real tight defense,"
pair of matches in Vancouver, BC
Morris said. "Many people feel I
last weeke'nd.
play them too close for comfort, I
In their first match of the day,
'stick' to them.
But it's also the Wildcat grapplers turned back
because I like the ladies," he added the U of British Columbia, 35-14.
with a grin .
Simon Fraser gave Central its first
Morris provided his outlook for loss of the young season later in
the '76-77 Central basketball seathe day, nipping the Cats, 23-21.
son.
Two time All-American Kit
"We'll be better than last year.
Shaw, making a comeback after a
We're stronger at guard and the
two-year absence, easily won both
inside positions. We have four of
matches at the 142-pound division.
the state's top junior college
Pat Kelly at 167 also won twice,
transfers:
Al Roberts, from
both men coming on pins.
Seattle Community; Jimmy
Heavyweight Mike Wilson was
Ingram, Bellevue Community Colthe other standout, winning his
lege; Eric Lard, Edmond~ Coytlfirst match by pin then picking up
m unity College; and Duane
another win, this one by forfeit.
Hodges, from Spokane Falls ComCentral's next action is schedulmunity College." ·
ed for tonight at Cheney against
Other seniors who will provide
Hum bolt State College of Californpunch to the Wildcats attack
ia.

i

Wrestlers

break even

._S...
o-u-th.._S..
o_u_n_d~S!ll!!!!!!!!!!!k-.il ! l! ! !l! !S! ! ! ! ! ! c! ! !l!l!lh-o-o-1.., . .
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Mt. Hyak
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'the good time ski school'

•• >.•---:--

962-9977
GALAXY ROOM -

962.-990&

4 Blocks
W. of College
U.S. Hwy. 10

ot Jct. of. U.S.
Hwy. 97
Ellensburg

Begins

Jan. 8

1

For further info contact

Tofn Motland

or John Schommer
963-3369
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'Cats ready to claW hosts

STEVE JOHANSEN

JOEL DIGGS

DA VE OLZENDAM

DAVE OLIVER

RANDY SHERIFF

LES WYATT

Central's men's basketball team
will open its regular season schedule this weekend at home with a
pair of disputes.
The Wildcats, who captured
the District 1 title last year and
advanced to the national tournament for the 10th time in the past
12 seasons, will host Whitworth
College tomorrow night and Pacific Lutheran University on Saturday.
Saturday's game (both games
set for 7:30 pm) could prove to be
quite a battle as PLU gave
Washington State University,
ranked 15th in the nation among
NCAA schools, quite a game
before losing in the final minutes.
This year's squad, although not
as big as last year's, exhibits some
fine talent, as was shown in the
annual varsity-alumni game on
Nov. 20.
The varsity, behind the 24
points and 11 rebounds of senior
All-Evergreen Conference forward Dave Oliver, defeated the
Alums, 88-79. Junior college transfer forward Al Roberts, added 13.

Randy Sheriff and Yakima's Phil
Cline have also made good accounts in early practice. In addition, there are several top-rated
freshman and junior tr~nsfers who
will help the program.
Central will open Evergreen
Conference action after the holidays at home on Jan. 7 against
Western Washington.

Strokers dunk into
fourth place at meet

"I was very pleased with the
way our swimmers looked in the
water."
Those were the words of Central
men's Swimming Coach Bob Gregson after his Wildcat swimmers
opened their relay season Nov. 19
at the University of Washington.
The UW won the relays with 126
points, with Simon Fraster following with 96. The University of
Puget Sound (UPS), finished third
with 72, with Central right behind
The Alums, who played the with 66.
varsity neck-and-neck throughout
Central's only win came in the
the first half, were led by 1970 200-yard free relay. The team of
NAIA All-American guard Dave Perry Garso, Ed and Mike WalAllen. Allen, who is coach at stead and Bill Miller set a new
Toppenish, poured in 23 points.
meet record with a clocking of
The game was played fairly 1:30.5. The time broke the old
close throughout most of the mark of 1:31.8, set by the UW.
The rest of the relays were won
game, with the varsity pulling
by
either the Huskies or Simon
away ·1ate in the contest.
Fraser.
The Central junior varsity did
In his fil."st competition for
not have good luck as they fell to
another group of Wildcat Alums, Central, Craig Benson easily surpassed the NAIA national qualify97-91.
ing standard in the 500-yard
The 6'6" Oliver will be helped on The freshman from Spokane
the front line by seniors Les covered the distance in 4:53.3.
Scott Shake of Bellevue also met
Wyatt, 6'5" and Steve Johansen,
6'9". Wyatt has been with the national standard as he swam the
Wildcats for four seasons and last 100-yard backstroke in :o7 :1.
This was also Shake's first
year was named second team
All-Conference. Johansen is back competition for Central.
Sophomore Russell Ferguson
at
center after a
year
was the only other Central swimlayoff.

An Air Force way to give more value to your
~ college life and college diploma.
• Scholarships
• $100 a month tax-free allowance
• Flying instruction
• An Air Force commission
•A responsible job in a challengingfield,navigation ... missiles
... sciences ... engineering
-• Graduate degree programs
•Good pay ... regular promotions
. : . many tangible benefits
•Travel
Contact: M£jor ~ichard E. Gray
Peterson Hall #102
CHSC,
WA 98926

The backcourt situation is still a
bit shakey for the Wildcats. Returnees Stan Morris, Tom Enslin,
Joel Diggs and Bellevue College
junior transfer Jim Ingram will be
the mainstays.
Coach Nicholsen feels that forward Duane Hodges, Spokane, and
guard Tom Powers, California,
could break the lineup. Seattle's

mer to meet national levels, doing
so in the 100-yard bu!terfly.: Fer~
who finished third last year in
nationals in the same event, was
clocked at :54.0.
"We scored more points than
last year in this race which made
us much closer to last year's NAIA
national champion, Simon Fraser,"
said Gregson.
Next action for Central will be
tomorrow night in Seattle at the
Huskey Invitational, also held at
the UW pool. On Dec. 11 the
Wildcat swimmers will travel to
Spokane to compete in the Whitworth Relays. They will then leave
for the holidays before returning
to action on Jan. 7 at PLU.

Women, to
tip-off at

.W hitworth
The women's basketball team at
Central will open the 76-77 season
this weekend when they travel to
Spokane to take on Whitworth.
"The team looks very promising," according to Coach Pat
Lacey, who has been the women's
basketball coach at Central for the
past six years.
"We are looking forward to
playing Whitworth because we
have never played them before.
Also, this is the first year that we
have started to play this early.
We are going to try to be a
running ball club because of the
team's lack of height. Our tallest
, girl, Cher::yl Mercer, is 5'10";·
added Lacey.

*
*

Their record last year was 11-10.
They placed fourth in the Eastern
Area Meet, but failed to qualify for
nationals.
Junior forward Colleen Hall led
the squad last season with a
1?-point per game average. Cheryl
Mercier, also a junior forward, had
a nine-point average.
About 36 Central women turned
out for the team. There are 10 on
varsity and 14 playing on the
junior varsity team. Seven are
returning from last year. They
are: Julie Davis, a 5'8" forward;
Kim Grant, 5'6" senior forward;
Colleen Hall, 5'8" junior forward;
Vicki Mathews, 5'4" guard; Cheryl
Mercier, 5'10" junior forward;
Karen Patterson, 5'5" junior
guard; and Margina Young, 5'5"
senior guard.
Other memb~rs of the varsity
are Carol Duncan, 5'2" freshman
guard from _ Lynnwood; Mary
Fryer, 5'8" freshman guard from
Port Angeles; and Lisa Smith, 5'6"
freshman guard from Mountlake
Terrace.
The junior varsity team will be
coached by Michael Crouch. They
begin their play on Dec. 10 against
Okanogan College of British Columbia.
The varsity will also play Okanogan on Dec. 11
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Women~s
The 1976 season is over for the
Central women's field hockey
team. Their last competition was
held November 18-19 at home_ in
competition with six northwest
· colleges and universities. Central
was the host for the NCWSA Field
Hockey A & B Conference. Western Washington State College and Simon Fraser topped the
conference. Each had a three Win,
one tie record. Central's record
for the year was two wins, two
losses.
Central started the conference

hockey splices season

by defeating the University of
Captain
British Columbia 1-0.
Kelly Morton, a senior, scored the
winning goal.
Coach Jean Putnam said, "This
was one of our most outstanding
games of tht season. We played
against a strong team and yet we
were able to set up our attack
effectively with short controlled
passes."
Central's second game was a
loss to Boisie State 2-1. Morton
again scored the only Central goal

in the first half of the game.
The score was tied at the half, but
Boisie came back to score and take
the lead. Central lost earlier this
season to the same team.
Coach Putnam remarked that
"They played a much better game
against them in this conference."
Central also lost to the University of Oregon by a score of 1-0.
Coach Putnam said, "We should
at least tied or beat them. They
weren't a very good team. We
were containing their · forwards,

Women's V-ball finishes at 16-2
Central's women's volleyball
team wrapped up their season last
weekend in Monmouth, Oregon at
the Region Nine tournament.
Central defeated Montana 15-1,
15-2 on Thursday and Oregon
college 15-8, 15-6 Friday. They
lost to Oregon 15-4, 15-3; Eastern
Oregon 15-6, 15-9, 15-11; and Portland State 15:2, 15-4. On Saturday
they again lost to Eastern Oregon
15-12, 15-13.
Colleen Hall, junior from Zilla~
was injured in the second game. 'She suffered a pulled ligament in
her ankle which might require
surgery.
Coach Erlice Killor-n said this
about the tournament, "We really
should have done a lot better and
we would have had it if it Jladn't

Job listings
·for summer
"Summer Jobs", the an~ual
announcement of opportunities in
the federal government, published
by the US Civil Service Commission, has just arrived in the Career
Planning & Placement .Center.
There are many opportunities in
federal agencies throughout the
country; jobs for all majors, skill
levels, and pay ranges from GS-1
to GS-11. Some of these jobs
require the Summer Employment
Examination.
Applications received by Dec. 9
will be scheduled to take the
examination in Jan. 1977, and
applications received by Jan. 13
will be scheduled for Feb. 1977.
It is recommended that you apply
.early for maximum consideration,
as there will be keen competition
for the available jobs.
There is also information available regarding other jobs for
which no test is required, but
certain academic qualifications are
needed.
Job information booklets and
the application forms for the
examination are available at the
Career Planning '& Placement
Center, Barge 105.

been for Colleen Hall getting hurt. ·have ended the way it started."
Her injury really shook up the
The overall record for the
team and they couldn't get their season was 16-2. They will lose
-play back together again.
four graduating senior spikers
from the team. They are Jackie
Overall we had a tremendous Slechta, Margina Young, Mary
season. We're sorry it couldn't Petrie and Karen Kaelin.

X-country10th in NA/A
Winding up a successful fall
season, Central's cross-country
team recently placed 10th in the
national NAIA cross country meet
held in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Two Central runners wer_e picked
for the All-American cross-country
Edinboro State, Penn., captured
the team championship for the
second straight year with 56
points. Top individual
awards werit to a Kenyan from
Eastern New Mexico who covered
the five mile course in 24:2i.
Central was the highest placing
team from the west coast with 377
points.
Senior, Jim Hennessy finished

21st for Central with teammate
Lou Boudreaux !inishing 22nd.
Both runners had the same time of
24:57.
Hennessy and Bourdreaux were
awarded All-American honors for
the season. This was Hennessy's
second straight year for winning
the honor. Any runners who
finished in the top 25 at the
national meet were rated ·as AllAmerican.

but we couldn't get any shots off at
the goal:"
In the final game for Central,
they were victorious over Oregon
College of Education 2-0 with
Morton scoring both goals. Coach
Putnam reacted to the final game
by saying, "We pretty well
dominated the game. We had
beautiful attack patterns and our
defense played an exceptional
game with good feeds to set up the
palys."
The Central II team won th~ir
first game over college of Idaho
3-2. Karen Vague, senior captain
who plays the right wing position,
Swanson, also a right wing, scored
the second goal.
The II team lost their three
other games in the series. They
were defeated by Southern Oregon 3-0, University of Oregon 1-0,
and George Fox 4-0. SOC and
George Fox fielded strong teams.
The coach's overall reaction to
the conference was, "I was ex-

w
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The conference closed the season for women's hockey team with
a 8-10-2 season record. The team
will lose eight seniors from the
team. They are: Captain, Kelly
Morton; Bobbie Catron; Nancy
Halvorsen; Marritt Highfill;
Christy Johnson; Kathie Kuenzi;
Linda Ricker; and Karen Vague.
Returning three-year veteran
Becky Turner was elected to be
captain of the 1977 season team.
For any Central women interested in turning out for the team
next year, there will be a class
offered spring quarter in field
hockey. Putnam, coach of this
year's hockey team, will be instructing that course.
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Other Central runners who competed in the meet and their
finishes included Mike Anderber,
92nd, Mike Wold, 115th and
Gaylan George, 137th.
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Central is granted
labor contract delay
The Kittitas County Superior
Court has granted, at Central's
request, a temporary restraining
order to de~ay enforcement of a
labor contract. The contract
between Central and W ashlngton
Federation of State Employees
(AfL-CIO) covers all food service
workers, campus police and
trades and crafts workers .
When Judge W.R. (Bob) Cole
granted the temporary restraining
order he set a hearing for Wednesday, Dec. 8, to determine whether
or not the order will remain in
effect.
The delayed contract was ordered by the Washington State
Higher Educ;i.tion Pe.r sonnel
Board (HEPB). HEPB claimed, in
explaining its decision, that Central's Board of Trustees had not
negotiated in good faith with the

tremely proud to coach both
teams, they played with determinati<_?_n a~d .they played with aJl
intent to play good hockey.
Despite the losses we got in the
conference we played some of the
best of the season against the top '
teams we chose to play."

&APPLIANCE
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~17 N. ha~il'iiimd

AFL-CIO.

The !av and Goofy's present

THE SKI PROGRAM ·
Lessons, Equipment, Lift Tickets, Bus Trip
Plus extras All For $ 8 1° 0 ( 7trips)
Sign Up At The Tav or Goofy's
, Starts In Januarary, 1977

SKI MOVIES

at the Tav Mon. Dec. 6th
Goofy's Tues. Dec. 7th

BigBoo~uyBac"'
We'll give you the best price you're
going to find anywhere on used textbooks
from The College Store, in the Student
Union Building, starting November 29
at 1 p.m.
November 29 - December 3, -1 pm to 4 pm.
December~

.

- 10 (Finals Week), 9 am to 4 pm.
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· hours:

OPEN NOW

...

10 a.m. - 9 p.m.

MOTHER EARTH
PLANT HOUSE
·::'.

With the purchase of any 1O" or above
· potted fern or plant you get a 24"
fern stand . FREE!
First 100 purchases of potted plants, macrame, pots or wrought
iron plant stands, you get a 2 Y2 inch potted plant FREE
Everyday low ~ prices
Everything in plant supplies
because of direct factory buying
fertilizers
spray bottles
macrame hangers

MOTHER EARTH PLANT HOUSE

iron hangers
etc.

504 E. 8th ' Next to Barney's '

~1zza jMJ~
FUN FINAL???
NOW .THAT FINALS -WEEK IS UPON US, COME DOWN & TRY
YOUR LUCK AT PIZZA MIA'S

. BEEROLOGY FINAL

ELEVEN PAGES OF RIDICULOUS QUESTIONS! TRUE FALSEMUL TIPLE CHOICE MATCHING ESSAY & MORE. WINNER
GETS A PRIZE 111 TAKE IT ANYTIME UNTIL DEC. 1Dth !

. ..
HOME & DORM DELIVERY
.

•

•

•

..... ...

925-11 l l
925-2222

5 p.m. - 2 a.m. DAILYDORMIE _DELIGHTS: .
TONIGHT ONLY
MOORE
ANDERSON

MERRY CHRISTMAS
&

Special only
Dec. 2-6
Does not
include coke

